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To our peer reviewers: We thank you for your time, expertise, and dedication to the *Journal of the American Board of Family Medicine* (*JABFM*).

*JABFM* peer reviewers serve a vital role in the field of family medicine and its scientific community. We acknowledge and thank our peer reviewers for contributing their time and expertise throughout this year. In 2021, 473 individuals performed 614 peer reviews, regarding the suitability of articles for publication in the *JABFM*. It was another busy year for the *JABFM* with 540 manuscript submissions, which makes each reviewer’s contribution all the more valuable.

**Top Reviewers**

Each manuscript submitted to the *JABFM* is first reviewed by the editors and, when deemed suitable for peer review, is evaluated and scored by volunteer reviewers. In the list below, peer reviewers with an asterisk next to their name are our top reviewers for 2021 based on the quantity of critiques provided.

**Seeking New Reviewers**

We also enjoy welcoming new peer reviewers into the fold. Peer review is a vital service that helps authors and researchers improve their work. Reviewers are always free to decline a request or to indicate periods of unavailability. If you would like to volunteer to review for the *JABFM*, please download and complete the Peer Reviewer Form, which can be accessed online at [https://www.jabfm.org/content/information-reviewers](https://www.jabfm.org/content/information-reviewers). Then, e-mail it, along with your curriculum vitae, to plupo@augusta.edu
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